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Which character do you identify with

the most? Why? 

What feelings came up for you when

Paul shared the story of Charlie Wu

with his therapist? What about Paul’s

interactions with Annika? (Chapter 2) 

Paul routinely reminds himself  that

he doesn’t hate Vincent, but rather

the idea of her. What do you think

this means?

How did you feel about Vincent and

Paul’s relationship? Do you feel that

either of them received closure by the

end? 

Vincent is granted an opportunity to

enter  “The Kingdom of Money” by

posing as Alkaitis’ “trophy wife”

(Chapter 4, pg. 58). Do you think this

kind of arrangement required a

certain amount of privilege? What

aspects of Vincent’s identity may

have contributed to her ability to

start over after the fairy tale ended?
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Olivia Collins, Paul, and Vincent all

create art that deeply impacts their

lives-- for better or worse. Why do you

think art is such a constant presence

throughout the novel? How do you feel

art has impacted your own life and

relationships? 

What is the significance of the

Counterlife? Do you agree with

Churchwell when he says everyone

creates an alternate reality (Chapter 8,

pg. 140)? Do you think doing so is

helpful or harmful?

Oskar makes a statement that, “it’s

possible to both know and not know

something” when discussing his role in

the Ponzi scheme (Chapter 10, pg 168).

Do you agree? Do you think this

perception absolves him of any guilt? 

Leon expresses relief when he and his

wife leave their home for life on the

road, yet, when his wife states “we

move through this world so lightly” it

seems to make him feel uneasy. Why

do you think that is? (Chapter 13) 

There are a few ghosts in the novel.

What role do you think they play in the

story? Do you feel that any of them are

at peace?
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I created a blog for visionaries and

hopefuls who believe that reading diverse

books and discussing them with others is a

powerful way to expand our worldview and

build deeper, more meaningful

connections! 
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